
 

 
 

 



 



The Standard Announcements of issues, rules, etc. we are legally obligated to make-and you to accept or leave the premises (as we won’t allow you to 

stay and yes, we have every legal right to do so!).  Cheers! 

DRINKING 

21 is the legal drinking age.   

SMOKING 

According to State Law, virtually ALL areas are public areas and are NON-SMOKING and are marked as such.  There is ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING IN ANY 

FESTIVAL PANELS, ART SHOW, MERCHANTS ROOM, GAMING, OR OTHER DESIGNATED AREA.  Smoking is allowed ONLY in designated private rooms or at 

least 20 feet away from the outside entrance. 

LOST OR STOLEN ITEMS 

FMCC is NOT responsible for stolen, lost or misplaced items.  Please take care of your belongings.  In the event of something going missing, check with the 

hotel front desk or at the ValleyCon registration table.  *Note-we do cooperate fully with the Fargo-Moorhead Police Dept. 

WEAPONS POLICY – BASICALLY, DON’T BE STUPID! NO BRANDISHING, WAVING, ETC. ANYWHERE!!! 
Antique Firearms – ANY REAL GUNS – Are not allowed (only exception: Law enforcement/military with proper ID/notification to chairman). 

Firearm replicas (toy guns) – Are not allowed (except completely peace-bonded and approved per person) 

Pikes and Halberds- Are not allowed. Swords, Knives, Dirks & Daggers – Must be completely sheathed and peace-tied. 

Axes, Claymores & Maces(includes all clubs/bats/etc. – Are strongly discouraged but if you insist Axes must be sheathed and peace-tied. Claymores and Maces must be peace-tied 

to your person (strapped to your back, tied to your belt, etc.). All else peace tied. 

Bow & Arrows – Arrows are not to be drawn at any time. Bows must be un-strung and arrows tied in to the quiver. 

Walking sticks/Quarterstaffs – Are allowed with extreme care. 

Any other variation of weapons with distinction to be made by ValleyCon ONLY! 

Definitions: Sheath: a protective covering, usually of thick leather that protects the edge of the blade, the wearer and anyone near them from damage. The sheath must cover the 

entire blade, not just the tip. Peace-tied: the method of securing a weapon to the sheath, belt or body of the wearer. If the weapon is not peace-tied upon arrival at the festival 

front gate a worker must peace tie it for you. 

No drawing of any weapon at any time (only exception-prior permission during Masquerade 

presentation or display). 
If a weapon is drawn, the patron is subject to loss of weapon, removal from ValleyCon and/or prosecution by authorities. All patrons must 

be at least 18 years old to carry a weapon on site. This policy applies to anyone carrying a weapon in with him or her or purchasing a 

weapon while at ValleyCon. If you purchase a weapon/replica please STORE IT AWAY! 

WELCOME!  
FM Comic-Con started out over 11 years ago as something fun in the dead of winter. 
FMCC 1 was at the Eastgate event center in Moorhead.. the day after a blizzard.. and we 
still had over 200 show up! It was a one-day event and moved to the American Legion in 
downtown Fargo. Our 2nd grew immensely so we again moved to our current location the 
Ramada (then Doublewood) but in smaller space. It grew again and we then went to the 
larger space and added a second day and each year we’ve grown almost as large as 
ValleyCon! FMCC was geared to be a low-cost event to welcome new fans while giving 
those dedicated fans an outlet in the winter so we keep debating the growth issue… to go 
to 3 days with the party type events of ValleyCon would raise ticketing prices and we don’t 
really want to do that as we like attracting a family crowd and growing the events and fan 
bases in the area. So what to do? Chime in and let us know!  
Who knew that last years’ FMCC would be the last event of its kind in over a year… but 
we ARE getting back to normal! That said, FMCC is keeping masks for now (as we are 
indoors-even with increased ventilation which is the key thing according to the CDC) but 
for those who are fully vaccinated, if you wish to VOLUNTARILY show your card, we will 
give you a VAX STICKER for your badge and you can go maskless! This isisisis CDC compliant 
but we encourage all in closer areas to keep a mask on, if nothing else than to keep flu or 
other viruses that have mysteriously disappeared… from reappearing! 
Some basic rules: FMCC requires respectful behavior on everyone’severyone’severyone’severyone’s part. Anyone 
exhibiting overly aggressive behavior will not be tolerated.  Be respectful of everyone and Be respectful of everyone and Be respectful of everyone and Be respectful of everyone and 
remember that remember that remember that remember that     

COSTUMES DO NOT EQUAL CONSENT!COSTUMES DO NOT EQUAL CONSENT!COSTUMES DO NOT EQUAL CONSENT!COSTUMES DO NOT EQUAL CONSENT!    
If you wish to take a photo, be in the pic, etc.. BE RESPECTFUL and ask firstask firstask firstask first please. ANY boorish behavior and you will be ejected (at 
the very least).  And due to the current nature of discourse our edict is that ALL ValleyCon events (which FMCC is of course) is an 
ESCAPE from the crap of every day so POLITICS, RELIGION, ETC. are to be avoided and any altercations arising will be dealt with 
immediately with actual, LEGAL consequences.  
JUST COOL IT and have fun… everyone is here for fun........ that said, let’s have fun!let’s have fun!let’s have fun!let’s have fun!    
    
We are celebrating the first family of comics.. the title that introduced the modern Marvel Comics.. the Fantastic Four! 
Check out our YouTube room for a special surprise.. the original FF movie never released! Also, lots of goodies on the 
origins of many superheroes including Batman, Captain Marvel, Captain America, Superman, the Green Hornet and much 
more! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sports cards, Magic the Gathering, Pokemon, Yugioh, Supplies 

& much more! 

 

LOWER LEVEL WEST ACRES 

www.jwwsportscardsgaming.com 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fmcc thanks little big wars for 
its support, especially in this 

crazy year! 
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A Home for Curiosities A young boy discovers a house full of forgotten 

imaginary friends. Along with his friend Alice, Wallace helps bring these curiosities 

back to the real world to meet new human companions. 

 

Age of Bryce Smothered by an adoring, over-protective mom, 12-year-old 

Bryce Yancy Paul (Bip) is pushed to the brink of pubescent revolution. Sometimes a 

man’s gotta do what a man’s gotta do. 

 

Arapaho Truths  The Northern Arapaho People of the Wind River 

Indian Reservation of Wyoming are storytellers. In an effort to pass their culture to 

the next generation the Elders tell the children four traditional stories, using clay 

animation, shadow puppets, paintings, drawings and performance, the children 

make the stories come to life. 

 

CHRYSALIS No description.. be surprised! 

 

CREEPY  It’s early in the morning and school is about to start – many children are happy to see their friends again. But some kids don’t – just like 

CREEPY. He looks different, that’s why the other pupils don’t accept him as a friend.  

 

Cutie And Lyla  This is a 3 kids' adventure story. :)  

 

Fortissimo  On a concert stage you always can join great sounds and incredible musicians. But sometimes the sounds next to the stage 

are turning into the focus of attention.  

 

GIVE IT BACK Olivia is a 12 year old immigrant from New York. She is trying to find her place in the new world she just landed in, Israeli society. 

Instantly she connects with Alem, an Ethiopian boy who sits next to her in class.  

 

GON, THE LITTLE FOX When Gon, a playful orphaned fox, finds that young Hyoju has lost his mother, he tries to comfort him and make amends for 

his own earlier mischief’s by secretly bringing small gifts to the boy every day. But Hyoju doesn’t realize who is behind the anonymous gifts, and the two 

are headed for a heartbreaking climax. 

 

Harriet and Ellie  Rheya wants to make sure that her mom, who is a Personal Chef, won't use her pet goats for a new recipe.    

 

Iota  While daydreaming, a little girl engages in wordplay using a word she is not familiar with, but likes the sound of - iota.  Using words that 

rhyme with iota, this short video illustrates a nonsensical, rhythmic verse. 

 

Jelly Cars  A VW Beetle must find the last parking space in the city.  

 

Kung Fu Express Two delivery men delivered their afternoon’s order to the customers. Both people believe the final winner will be themselves.   

Although, the daily deliveries statistic shows equal credits for each man but there will be only one winner who can stand at the last.  

 

LA FIAMMA English title: THE FLAME   XVIII century. Winter is upon a tiny and remote mountain community. Young Elk, son of the village chief, 

suffers from an apparently incurable illness. As the adults leave the village looking for a remedy, Elk and a few other kids remain alone. Only then, a sinister 

entity emerges from their people’s legends and begins to torment them. 

 

Lilly and the Baby Lilly, a 10-foot tall orange monster, babysits a human baby. The mom leaves a long list of what not to do. What could go wrong?   Made 

by the Bum Family, a collective of 6 cousins. This is NOT made at a film school or institution. Pure indie. 

 

Lilly Goes Fishing Lilly, a giant orange monster, embarks on an adventure at a lakeside fishing camp with her friend Fluffle. Will Lilly discover the 

mysterious secret that lurks below the surface of the lake? 

 

Lilly Goes to the Dogs Lilly, a 10-foot tall orange monster, visits a the Victoria Dog Show, but her friend Fluffle gets sequestered in the mutt pen! Will 

Lilly take Best in Show? 

 

Lilly Hits the Road Lilly, a 10 foot tall orange monster, and her adorable friend Fluffle are abducted by aliens. An epic adventure ensues as they try 

desperately to return home in the nick of time. 

 

Lilly's Big Day Lilly, a 10 foot tall orange monster, steps out for a special day at Wilma's Super Salon. What could go wrong? Patrons gasp and stylists 

glitch as the affable giant bumbles her way through a beauty ritual like no other.  

 

Lost on Barduino They had to get lost in space...to find what really matters. 

 

Lucky When MingMing feels insecure about moving into a new neighborhood, she finds a friend in a huge but playful Chinese Lion. 

 

Mimi Meets Books Warmly presents how Mimi meets and falls in love with books. 

 

Mimi Says No Mimi’s mother wants to help Mimi navigate various life situations, but Mimi insists on doing everything herself. 

 



 Mogu and Perol A story about two friends living on Yummy Island, where delicious food can be found everywhere! Whenever Mogu is cooking, Perol 

just pops up and eats the yummy meal. One day Perol finds a very tasty looking Brrrr-berry that Mogu was about to pick. Perol doesn't wait for a second to 

taste the berry which brings about an unexpected quarrel between the two. 

 

MY TAGALONG A story about two Gemini brothers' journey on the earth. The Older brother wants to enjoy the trip himself, but his younger brother 

always follows him and makes a lot of troubles.   

 

Saturday Club Saturday Club is a preschool animation that strengthens social and emotional skills and helps to build kids’ capacity for  empathy.  The 

story follows the adventures of four friends – Tian, Jo, Suzie and Jamie – who meet in a play den each Saturday to discuss their week.  

 

St Nick  Holly, an eager elf on her first Christmas assignment, discovers Santa is not who she thinks he is. 

 

The Alligator From murky swamplands to one family's home comes "The Alligator"!  Find out what happens next... 

 

The Amazing Sanchez     The daily life of Sanchez, a young fanatic of comics, who works in a call center. One day his life changes when he finds an 

advertisement looking for superheroes, therefore Sanchez will have to get out of his monotonous daily life, and while doing so he will discover how super 

he can become. 

 

The Bug Zapper: Stickbug's Stickup Stickbug wants to be the arch nemesis of the town superhero, The Bug Zapper... but first he has to get noticed. 

Featuring characters from the Bug Zapper graphic novel series! 

 

The Butler and the Ball An urban fairy tale about a lonely boy who enters a contest to become the new butler of a grieving, reclusive singer; the first 

film by eight-year-old writer/director Andrew Chan-Possemato. 

 

The Snap  Young Marvel fan binge watches his way through the beginning of the COVID-19 quarantine, and then begins to believe that Thanos 

really did snap away half the population.  

 

The Spaghetti Monster Trespassing can be deadly. 

 

The Swimsuit Season Ayman, an overweight boy, is determined to face his insecurities by spending a day in a public pool. But the "swimsuit proof" 

will be full of little obstacles that will put the boy in trouble. 

 

The Tiger With Grown Wings     The animated short film is based in the background of Tiger Leaping Gorge--the first great gorge of Yangtze River and tells 

us the story about how Tiger King Hill faces the challenge with Lion King Tie. 

 

Wednesday Iris and Leo are waiting for their school bus, just like any other day. This morning, however, it does not arrive. Facing no rules but their 

own, the two eight year-olds embark on an urban adventure, one they shall never forget, roaming the streets of Montreal.   

 

Ya Hoota     A little girl attempts to save the moon from a gigantic whale along with her cousin. Would she succeed?  

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

A Killer By Night After the death of a young boy, a rookie detective and a 

femme fatal search for answers while unraveling the mysteries of a crime-

infested city. 

 

Alaska Long Hunters     This award winning story follows the life of a young pilot 

who flew in Alaska’s frontier arctic.  

 

Anagnorisi A new doctor has just arrived at a nursing home, where he 

meets a patient tormented by a past which he cannot remember. This doctor will 

help him do it, without anticipating the consequences. 

 

Ancestral World A prince must learn to be a hero. In a time of demons and 

Gods warring for domination, a prince is sent on a mission to rescue his brother 

and recover a magical armor stolen by the God of Destruction. 

 

Beggars can't be choosers In the late 19th century, a homeless man named Fernand confronts the baron of Cassagnac in a duel. 

 

Bequeathed A man is given a package from his recently deceased Father. 

 

Bernard-Henri escape from terre Bernard-Henri escape from terre is the 4th episode of a comic-gore series featuring the character of Bernard-Henri, 

a young high school student confronted with an invasion of the undead. In this fourth episode, Bernard-Henri, who became a student of Fine Arts, fully 

integrated this cumbersome presence into his daily life. A newcomer will upset this precarious balance. 

 

Beyond Methuselah When a medical treatment promises immortality, a schism is torn between the religious and scientific communities. But after 

the treatment is made universally available, a group of religious extremists escalate the culture war into a bloody one. As two estranged sisters race to find 

their mother before the terrorists, their father wrestles with how the rhetoric from his pulpit might be complicit with the mounting violence. 

 

Circle of Stone When rural cops respond to a call for help from one of their own, their search through the woods reveals what happened to a young 

girl stolen away sixty years before. They find themselves stuck in a supernatural world with their only escape to fight their way out. 

 

Conversation With A Cigarette     A cat and mouse game ensues when a man faces his greatest enemy: A Cigarette. 

DM'd A gaming session late one Friday night takes a sinister turn for immature Matt when he begins to receive distressed messages from another 

player.  
 

Doppelparents A newly graduated girl, frustrated about moving back home, learns the consequences of wishing her parents away over the course of a 

bloody family dinner. 
 

Exist! An old theater is about to be demolished. A construction worker enters the crumbling building to check if there is anyone left inside. In his 

search, he strays into a mystical, fragile world until he finds himself in the face of the theater's core. 
 

Fantasmagoria Four friends play an old board game made by the famous magician and movie director Georges Méliès. Step by step, the four friends 

will understand that there is no game to play, but only a threat for their lives. They must run to not die. 
 

FEAR OF THE WOODS See Hollywood Legend VERNON WELLS (Mad Max, Commando)  in a retro popcorn film that mixes Jaws & Stranger Things! 
 

Fran A casual game of Thursday night poker turns sour when Pete brings a new friend to the game. That friend just happens to look like the sketch 

drawing of a local pedophile, that's been all over the news.  
 

G A B R I E L Agatha is struck by her husband's death. She feels old and lonely, yet she starts to experience unexpected sexual desires that would 

lead her to buy the ultimate version of a male sex robot, Gabriel. Will she find happiness? 
 

Gaslight One night, a bar waitress encounters a mysterious and charming stranger whilst waiting at a bus terminal, however things soon take a dark turn 

when the stranger is revealed to be a psychotic vampire. 
 

Ghost Inc.     A mixed media animation featuring a ghost working at a call center of the undead. 
 

Grave Sight Grave-robbing Tanya, with her precious hubby Preston in tow, unearths a cursed ring and unleashes a powerful demon hellbent to get 

it back by any means necessary.   
 

Hansel A young boy is trapped in a Gingerbread House which underneath hides a gloomy world, while his mother is desperately trying to find the gate 

that will take him out of there. 
 

Human Trash A boy is thrown into a trash container from the future. In his frantic search for the exit, he runs into a mysterious man, who will make 

him doubt the origin of his own existence. 
 

Hush Jeremy, in love with his best friend's wife, Suzanna, struggles unable to fulfill his desire. 
 

I SEE YOU     A house rumored to be haunted has found a buyer. The house was untouched for a long time, so a cleaning lady who doesn’t believe in ghosts 

at all was sent. But she keeps getting disturbed by paranormal events over and over…  
 



I/O A man struggles to reveal to his girlfriend that he's been dating her through his robot. 
 

Identity Check After two decades of controlling the world’s Virtual Reality market, MDI and its founder, Douglas McKinney, are in complete financial 

ruin. A takeover is imminent… 
 

January 18, 2022 Seen through an iPhone data import, a man tries to reconnect with his family after a mysterious event.  

 

Lost Treasure of the Valley A photographer and an adventurer discover that all of the abandoned shopping carts in LA's San Fernando Valley lead to a 

hidden cave off of Sepulveda Blvd. with a lost treasure inside - guarded by a dragon! 
 

LOVESONG     A couple struggling in the depths of their marriage. A strange woman tossed up like driftwood at the water’s edge.  
 

Major Robinson A young girl projects herself as the heroic pilot Major Robinson in this short story of childhood imagination and the power of dreaming 

big. 
 

Make A Wish A light-hearted comedy about the sweetest fiancé giving her boyfriend the best birthday present ever. 
 

Night of the Witch It's 1989 and there's a horrid legend. A tale of a Maddy Martha the evil witch who comes out on Hallows Eve to kill those who party and 

sin.  
 

Off Grid A man takes to a remote hideout with his sick wife, where they live in isolation as he battles to protect her life, and his own sanity, from a 

supernatural threat plaguing humanity.  
 

One Last Monster Empress Eura, ruler of the distant world of Adin, faces her greatest challenge when she is forced to face her prejudices and choose 

between trusting or killing a monster who arrives on Adin with a warning that could save or destroy her people. 
 

Pathogen  In this no-budget, intentionally low-res sci-fi thriller, a time traveler attempts to stop a deadly virus from killing all human life. A 

scientist from the future monitors his every move. Somehow, they are linked. 
 

POWER  A mother tries to reconnect with her son across memories, missed calls, modern distractions, and the distance of neglected 

relationships. 
 

Q: ghostly remote effect In the future. A hi-tech-lab. Scientist P is testing quantum-gynoid Q and sets off on a mission to an undiscovered nature. On 

the journey she discovers a ghostly remote effect between herself and the robot. Will she maintain in control, when nature starts changing? 
 

Rattenfalle      A contemporary, silent, black & white film exploring the horrors of modern cuisine and the palatability of revenge.  A dark comedy in 

German with English subtitles. 
 

Revenge of the Supermom A disenchanted daughter must decide if she will embrace her destiny when her neglectful superhero mom discovers a villain 

in their garbage. 
 

ROUTINE: THE PROHIBITION In a dark world, devastated by lies and dominated by fear, we continue with our self-destructive routines towards extinction  
 

SCRIPT  Two screenwriters, a ghost story, the night that goes on. Who will put an end to this? 
 

Single Point of Failure In 2054 the climate collapse led the few survivors to live locked up in their own homes. Lidia and Manuel, like all the others, 

resist the horror of everyday life thanks to the virtual reality that makes everything more bearable, at least until they feel the need to discover the truth. 
 

SKIN WALKER Regine is a fragile young woman trying to build a new life – safer and happier than the one she had as a child. Escaping her trauma is 

not so easy however, and when her grandmother is brutally murdered, Regine must return to the village she once left and revisit the gruesome horrors of 

her past to protect herself and her family. 

 

Sleep Now A father is tucking his young son to bed. As the child tries to fall asleep, mysterious events take place, blurring the lines between fiction 

and reality, and making the boy confront a tragic past.  

 

Smiles Borja is about to meet  his girlfriend´s parents. This is meant to be a tricky moment and even awkward.  However, he hasn´t even imagined what 

he´s going to suffer next. The best way to overcome the situation: to give smile and wait.   

 

STARFISH      A burdened father faces a dilemma as he is forced to choose between his next aerospace assignment or reunion with his troubled son.  

 

Summer Nights A group of high school girls fights the system and the system fights back. 

 

The Appointment In this playful, supernatural tale by visual artist Alexandre Singh, a curmudgeonly novelist, Henry Salt, wakes from a nightmare to find a 

troubling entry in his diary: 12 o’clock at the restaurant ‘La Folie’. Charging through a series of increasingly surreal encounters, Henry discovers that the 

truth is more disturbing than he could have possibly imagined. 

 

The Body A hit man and his potential protégé are tasked with burying a body in the countryside but the seemingly simple job takes an unexpected turn. 

 

The Christmas Party     A man is hired to put up a Christmas Tree at an old house only to discover something grim that awaits him there.  

 



The Devil's Dice Six friends fall under the spell of some demonic dice during a birthday weekend away at a remote cottage. Lost for decades, this 

recently unearthed trailer is all that remains of the 80s cult hit that never was. 

The End We continue to follow a cowboy on his path into the empty nothingness of the desert after he rides out of the town he just saved. 

 

The Greatest Horror Film Ever Made Based on the true story of a group of friends attempting to make a movie, and the non-literal massacre of what 

could have easily been The Greatest Horror Film Ever Made. 

 

The History of Nipples 'What are my nipples for?' with this question Ron falls into an existential crisis which seems to have only one solution.  

Inspired by a Celtic fertility ritual.   

 

The Last Oak The only surviving soldier of an eco-security force must overcome his inexperience and complete an important mission that will save 

his future in more ways than one. 

 

The Purple Iris In the near future, a refugee with a purple iris attempts to cross the border to start a new life, but is kidnapped by a doctor obsessed 

with collecting the rarest eyes.  

 

The Rabbit Hole During the end of the Vietnam War, Mason Hurley returns home after losing all of his men in combat. His family is hesitant to embrace 

his return, as they are concerned he has brought back the monsters with him.  

 

The Speed of Time Future cop Johnny Killfire (John Hennigan) must go back in time and team up with his former self (Sean Marquette) in order to stop the 

TimeBorgs from getting their hands on an app that could break the space-time continuum by delivering pizzas into the past...before they were even 

ordered. 

 

The Survivors - Episode 1 The dead have risen. The world has fallen. What must the remaining humans do to survive? 

 

The Taxi Dead A young guy named Paul tries to survive a zombie apocalypse in Bavaria. Together with his taxi driver, Karl, he has to fight several 

zombie attacks. And Paul is in a hurry because his  girlfriend awaits him. 

 

The Well Stepan believes that an abandoned well can help his comatose sister. 

 

The Widow     Melbourne, Australia in 1965, a Sicilian widow fights for her life when members of the local Calabrian mafia murder her husband and try to 

seize control of his produce business. God forgives...Sicilian women don't! 

 

Under the lather Ivan, five years old, is forced to take his bath by his babysitter. Once in the water, he discovers with horror, hidden under the lather, a 

frightful creature that he will have to face ... 

 

Vestige  Two removal men go into an old abandoned house. One of them is going to find a strange photo album of another generation… 

 

Washed In this stop-motion horror short, a couple enlists the aid of a mysterious figure to help them with their seemingly insurmountable laundry 

problem.  

 

We Came From the Sea   is the story of Einar, an addict recently abandoned by his wife and five year-old daughter. As he fights to go clean in their 

oceanside home, Einar is haunted by an uninvited stranger. 

 

You will never be back Ana and David say goodbye like any other day. The young lady has plans, but she won't be late. However, something 

extraordinary happens; something that alters her reality and changes everything completely. 

 

Zwart When the slightly naïve Ronnie gives up a tad too much personal information during verification questions on his computer, he receives a fully 

customized invitation from his OS in return. After accepting the offer his OS takes over his computer, forcing Ronnie to do everything in his power to keep 

his dark desires a secret for his approaching girlfriend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baby yoda says check 
out the cantina 

revisited! 
Saturday night after 

cards against 
humanity comic artist 

smackdown! 



 

Friday oct. 15 thru Sunday oct. 17 Thursday  OCT. 14th 



X A D F G H  PROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMING   R T S T Y U  O 

FRIDAY NIGHT – FARGO FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL OPENING NIGHT!    
TIMETIMETIMETIME     EVENTEVENTEVENTEVENT                   LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION    
4:30 pm  FFFF SESSION 1 FFFF SESSION 1 FFFF SESSION 1 FFFF SESSION 1                                                                                                                                Chestnut 

The Greatest Horror Film Ever Made / Fear of the Woods / DM’D / The Devil’s Dice / The Purple Iris / Anagnorisis / The Widow / 
You Will Never Be Back / Script / The Last Oak / Rattenfalle 
 

6:30pm FFFF SESSION 2FFFF SESSION 2FFFF SESSION 2FFFF SESSION 2                                                                                                                                        Woodland North  
Vestige / Ghost Inc. / The End / We Came From the Sea / Skin Walker 
 

8:30pm  FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION 3333           Chestnut 
GABRIEL / Bernard-Henri Escape From Terre / History of Nipples / Hush / Rabbit Hole / Zwart 
 

 

10:30pm  FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION 4444           Chestnut 
  Ancestral World / The Well 
 

X A D F G H   PROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMING   R T S T Y U   

SATURDAY 
TIMETIMETIMETIME     EVENTEVENTEVENTEVENT                   LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION    
8:00am  CLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONSCLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONSCLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONSCLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS                     Woodland North 
  Relive the good ol’ days with classics from the 60’s thru the 80’s! 
 

9:30am  KIDS FFFF SESSION 1KIDS FFFF SESSION 1KIDS FFFF SESSION 1KIDS FFFF SESSION 1          Chestnut 
Cutie and Lyla / Fortissimo / La Fiamma / Jelly Cars / The Butler and the Ball / The Spaghetti Monster / Harriet and Eliie / The 
Alligator / Mimi Meets Books / Mimi Says No /  Lilly’s Big Day / Lilly Hits the Road / Lllly and the Baby / A Home for Curiosities / 
Lucky 
 

10:00am  TRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMS                         Woodland North 
  See the latest of the upcoming films and TV and streaming shows featuring comics and pop culture faves! 
 

  NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!                Birch 
  Play games and Legos… all COVID protocols observed! 
 

  ORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTUREORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTUREORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTUREORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTURE       Elm 
Video presentations from YouTube of  the beginnings of Superheroes in film as well as the evolution of classic heroes and pop 
culture icons that shaped the world of media today! Runs all day with pauses for some gaming! 

 

  GAMING SESSIONS!GAMING SESSIONS!GAMING SESSIONS!GAMING SESSIONS!           Cedar 
Check the door signup for which games are being played and join in! Gaming for beginners and experienced players! 

 

11:00am  LIGHTSABER ACADEMYLIGHTSABER ACADEMYLIGHTSABER ACADEMYLIGHTSABER ACADEMY                          Woodland North 
  Our friends to the north bring their Lightsaber Academy to FM Comic-Con! 
 

12:00 noon INTRO TO COSPLAYINTRO TO COSPLAYINTRO TO COSPLAYINTRO TO COSPLAY    AND FAN GROUPSAND FAN GROUPSAND FAN GROUPSAND FAN GROUPS                        Woodland North 
Our friends with the Star Wars group the 501st Legion and Star Trek group Starfleet host a panel on Cosplay: what is it exactly and 
how to get into it? Seen thru their perspective of being members of international fan groups that entertain and serve charitable 
organizations all while having a blast! Bring your questions and get costumed up! 
 

FFFF SESSION 5                           FFFF SESSION 5                           FFFF SESSION 5                           FFFF SESSION 5                                                               Chestnut 
Lost Treasure of the Valley / One Last Monster / Washed / Major Robinson / Off Grid / Hansel / Make a Wish / Starfish 

 

1:00pm  MEET GUEST OF HONOR JAMIE COKER!MEET GUEST OF HONOR JAMIE COKER!MEET GUEST OF HONOR JAMIE COKER!MEET GUEST OF HONOR JAMIE COKER!                    Woodland North 
Jamie has been a great friend of ValleyCon and FM Comic-Con for several years as well as the returning champion of our own 
creation: Cards Against Humanity Comic Artist SmackdownCards Against Humanity Comic Artist SmackdownCards Against Humanity Comic Artist SmackdownCards Against Humanity Comic Artist Smackdown! It just follows that we finally honor him with the spotlight! Meet 
Jamie, check out some of his work and ask him those tough questions you’d have to pay an instructor tons of cash to get an answer 
to! 
 

KIDS COSTUME CONTEST PREPARATION!KIDS COSTUME CONTEST PREPARATION!KIDS COSTUME CONTEST PREPARATION!KIDS COSTUME CONTEST PREPARATION!            Outside OPS Room 174 
All kids for the costume contest must register BY 1PM and lineup for the show at 1:30pm! Please sign up at REGISTRATION and 
parents help out if needed!  

 

2pm  KIDS COSPLAY COSTUME CKIDS COSPLAY COSTUME CKIDS COSPLAY COSTUME CKIDS COSPLAY COSTUME CONTEST!ONTEST!ONTEST!ONTEST!                       Woodland North 
A special costume event for the younger members of FM Comic-Con!  Having fun is key and prizes for all participating!  Extra 
credit and main prizes for craftsmanship and originality or re-creation! 
 

GAMING SESSIGAMING SESSIGAMING SESSIGAMING SESSIONS!ONS!ONS!ONS!           Cedar 
Check the door signup for which games are being played and join in! Gaming for beginners and experienced players! 

 



X A D F G H   PROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMING   R T S T Y U   

SATURDAY 
TIMETIMETIMETIME     EVENTEVENTEVENTEVENT                   LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION    
2:15pm  FFFF SESSION 6FFFF SESSION 6FFFF SESSION 6FFFF SESSION 6                          Chestnut 
  Single Point of Failure / Smiles / Circle of Stone / Pathogen 
    

3:00pm  COMICS! With Kip Marvig of COMIC JUNCTIONCOMICS! With Kip Marvig of COMIC JUNCTIONCOMICS! With Kip Marvig of COMIC JUNCTIONCOMICS! With Kip Marvig of COMIC JUNCTION                       Woodland North 
Kip is one of the elder statesmen of ValleyCon and has owned the longest-running comic shop in town: COMIC JUNCTION! Join 
is as he gives and overview of the comics industry, the titles and characters and maybe some Anime and other subjects as well! 
 

  GAME TOURNAMENTS!GAME TOURNAMENTS!GAME TOURNAMENTS!GAME TOURNAMENTS!                 Birch 
  Nintendo game tournaments for cash prizes!! Sign up at Birch!! 
 

4:00pm  TTTTHE GOOD, BAD & THE UGLY OF TV/FILM ADAPTATIONSHE GOOD, BAD & THE UGLY OF TV/FILM ADAPTATIONSHE GOOD, BAD & THE UGLY OF TV/FILM ADAPTATIONSHE GOOD, BAD & THE UGLY OF TV/FILM ADAPTATIONS                   Woodland North 
Meet our Author and Paranormal guest, Adrian Lee and see some of what he does! Much more later tonight,..! 
 

4:15pm  FFFF SESSION 7FFFF SESSION 7FFFF SESSION 7FFFF SESSION 7                                           Chestnut 
Lovesong / I/O / Conversation with a cigarette / Grave Sight / Jan. 18, 2022 / Power / Make a Wish / The Taxi Dead / Human 
Trash / The Speed of Time 

 

5:00pm  TRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMS                                                                                            Woodland North 
 
6:00pm  Vendors Close Until 10am Sunday!      \ 
 
6:30pm  FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION 8888                        Chestnut 
  Summer Nights / Alaska Long Hunters 
 
7:00pm  EVENT SPACE OPENS FOR PREEVENT SPACE OPENS FOR PREEVENT SPACE OPENS FOR PREEVENT SPACE OPENS FOR PRE----PARTY BEFORE COSPLAY CONTEST/AUCTION!PARTY BEFORE COSPLAY CONTEST/AUCTION!PARTY BEFORE COSPLAY CONTEST/AUCTION!PARTY BEFORE COSPLAY CONTEST/AUCTION!                     Woodland North 
 

7:30pm  THE COSPLAY COSTUME CONTESTTHE COSPLAY COSTUME CONTESTTHE COSPLAY COSTUME CONTESTTHE COSPLAY COSTUME CONTEST                                                                                    Woodland North 

SPONSORED BY COMIC JUNCTION SPONSORED BY COMIC JUNCTION SPONSORED BY COMIC JUNCTION SPONSORED BY COMIC JUNCTION andandandand    APPLAUSEAPPLAUSEAPPLAUSEAPPLAUSE!!!! 
ValleyCon has over 40 YEARS40 YEARS40 YEARS40 YEARS of costume contests and we welcome all levels of craft… awards for originality and re-creation as well 
as skills and more!  Sign up at registration before 5pm!before 5pm!before 5pm!before 5pm!    

CONTEST AND AUCTION WILL BE LIVE ON THE INTERNET!!CONTEST AND AUCTION WILL BE LIVE ON THE INTERNET!!CONTEST AND AUCTION WILL BE LIVE ON THE INTERNET!!CONTEST AND AUCTION WILL BE LIVE ON THE INTERNET!!    
 

During wait ANDREW HELD CHARITY AUCTION!ANDREW HELD CHARITY AUCTION!ANDREW HELD CHARITY AUCTION!ANDREW HELD CHARITY AUCTION!                                                                                            Woodland North 
For judges! Bid! Bid! Bid!  It’s all great stuff-much donated BY OUR VENDORS and local businesses and the Charity Auction  
8:30pm approx! benefits SANFORDSANFORDSANFORDSANFORD CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL with 100% of donations staying LOCAL! ALSO LIVE ONLINE BIDDING! CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL with 100% of donations staying LOCAL! ALSO LIVE ONLINE BIDDING! CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL with 100% of donations staying LOCAL! ALSO LIVE ONLINE BIDDING! CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL with 100% of donations staying LOCAL! ALSO LIVE ONLINE BIDDING! 

SEE OUR WEBSITE TO PRESEE OUR WEBSITE TO PRESEE OUR WEBSITE TO PRESEE OUR WEBSITE TO PRE----REGISTER!REGISTER!REGISTER!REGISTER!    
    

9:15pm FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION FFFF SESSION 9999                                                      Chestnut 
Bequeathed / The Appointment / Revenge of the Supermom / Beggars Can’t Be Choosers / Killers By Night / Doppleparents / 
Christmas Party / Q: Ghostly Remote Effect 
 

9:30pm approx! CARDS AGAINST HUMANITY COMIC ARTIST SMACKDOWN!CARDS AGAINST HUMANITY COMIC ARTIST SMACKDOWN!CARDS AGAINST HUMANITY COMIC ARTIST SMACKDOWN!CARDS AGAINST HUMANITY COMIC ARTIST SMACKDOWN!                    Woodland North 
The FMCC Creation is back.. with a twist! 3 groups (sign up if you want to play) play and the audience picks the best of the 3 cards 
then our artists have a few minutes to illustrate it! The audience then chooses the winner! 

 
11:00pm approx! CANTINA REVISITED!CANTINA REVISITED!CANTINA REVISITED!CANTINA REVISITED!                                                                                            Woodland North 
  Hosted by our own DJ FLASH, enjoy the tunes, maybe pick up the mic or just do something banned in some places… dance! 
 
11:45pm  FFFF SESSION 10FFFF SESSION 10FFFF SESSION 10FFFF SESSION 10                       Chestnut
          Identity Check / Living Things / I See You / The Survivors / Exist! / Fantasmagoria / Gaslight / The Body / Fran 

 



X A D F G H   PROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMINGPROGRAMMING   R T S T Y U   

SUNDAY 
TIMETIMETIMETIME     EVENTEVENTEVENTEVENT                   LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION    
8:00am  CLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONSCLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONSCLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONSCLASSIC SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS .. on SUNDAY!.. on SUNDAY!.. on SUNDAY!.. on SUNDAY!                      Woodland North 
  Relive the good ol’ days with classics from the 60’s thru the 80’s! 
 

9:30am  KIDS FFFF SESSION KIDS FFFF SESSION KIDS FFFF SESSION KIDS FFFF SESSION 2222                                      Chestnut 
Chrysalis / The Tiger with Grown Wings / The Snap / Gon, the Little Fox / Age of Bryce / The Amazing Sanchez / Ya Hoota / Lilly 
Goes Fishing / Lilly Goes to the Dogs / Give it Back / St. Nick / Arapaho Truths / Creepy / Iota / The Bug’s Zapper: Stickbug’s 
Stickup / Lost on Barduino / Saturday Club / The Swimsuit Season / Mogu and Perol  
 

10:00am  NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!NINTENDO ROOM AND LEGOS OPENS!                Birch 
  Play games and Legos… all COVID protocols observed! 
 

  ORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTUREORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTUREORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTUREORIGINS OF SUPERHEROES AND BEST OF POP CULTURE       Elm 
Video presentations from YouTube of  the beginnings of Superheroes in film as well as the evolution of classic heroes and pop 
culture icons that shaped the world of media today! Runs all day with pauses for some gaming! 

 

  GAMING SESSIONS!GAMING SESSIONS!GAMING SESSIONS!GAMING SESSIONS!           Cedar 
Check the door signup for which games are being played and join in! Gaming for beginners and experienced players! 
 

11:00am  TRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMSTRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMS                         Woodland North 
  See the latest of the upcoming films and TV and streaming shows featuring comics and pop culture faves! 
 
12:00 noon LIGHTSABER ACADEMYLIGHTSABER ACADEMYLIGHTSABER ACADEMYLIGHTSABER ACADEMY                          Woodland North 
  Our friends to the north bring their Lightsaber Academy to FM Comic-Con! 
 

1:00pm  ARTIST WORKSHOP!ARTIST WORKSHOP!ARTIST WORKSHOP!ARTIST WORKSHOP!                        Woodland North 
  Join some of our artists guests for a workshop on what they do and how they do it! 
 

GAMING TOURNAMENTS!GAMING TOURNAMENTS!GAMING TOURNAMENTS!GAMING TOURNAMENTS!          Birch 
  Nintendo Tournaments for cash prizes!! Presented by  
 

FFFF SESSION 1FFFF SESSION 1FFFF SESSION 1FFFF SESSION 11111                                         Chestnut 
Night of the Witch / Under the Lather / Sleep Now / ROUTINE: THE PROHIBITION 
 

2:00pm  MARVEL STUDMARVEL STUDMARVEL STUDMARVEL STUDIOS and DC/WARNER BROS.IOS and DC/WARNER BROS.IOS and DC/WARNER BROS.IOS and DC/WARNER BROS.                        Woodland North 
A look at the history of the big two and why Marvel has succeeded over DC.. even with DC working back to respectability! TV and 
Film projects compared with vibrant discussion! 
 

3:00pm     FFFF SESSIONFFFF SESSIONFFFF SESSIONFFFF SESSION    11112222                                                                                                                                                                                        Chestnut 
  Beyond Methuselah 
 
4:00pm  Vendors start to wrap and close.. get those last sales in!Vendors start to wrap and close.. get those last sales in!Vendors start to wrap and close.. get those last sales in!Vendors start to wrap and close.. get those last sales in!                    Woodland North 
 
4:30pm  FMCC CLOSES!FMCC CLOSES!FMCC CLOSES!FMCC CLOSES! 
  See you next February for FM COMICFM COMICFM COMICFM COMIC----CON 12!CON 12!CON 12!CON 12! 

And Oct. 14-17 the Fargo Fantastic Film Festival 19 and SEAN PATRICK FLANERY, DAVID DELLA ROCCO 
and GIGI EDGLEY join us for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 


